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Defining sulfonation limits of poly(ether-ether-
ketone) for energy-efficient dehumidification†

Faheem Hassan Akhtar, ‡a Mahmoud A. Abdulhamid, ‡b Hakkim Vovusha, c

Kim Choon Ng, a Udo Schwingenschlögl c and Gyorgy Szekely *b

Dehumidification is a vital process in the cooling industry and has emerged as a promising tool for alleviating

the effects of energy-intensive activities. Advanced engineering materials, which can be employed in

dehumidification processes, have attracted considerable attention. However, the majority of commercial

adsorbents suffer from low sorption performance in arid climates. In this work, sulfonated poly(ether-

ether-ketones) (SPEEKs) were designed as desiccants for dehumidification processes. The in silico and

experimental investigations at a molecular level enabled the development of desiccants exhibiting

outstanding water uptake capacity of more than 300%, fast sorption uptake, and high transport rate. The

sorption capacity of the prepared materials outperformed those of the previously reported desiccants.

Membrane performance analyses demonstrated remarkably high water vapor permeability and

selectivity; therefore, the desiccants developed herein showed potential for application in water vapor

control and dehumidification processes in enclosed or confined spaces. Contrary to common

assumptions, the correlation between the sulfonation degree and dehumidification performance showed

a plateau after maximum curvature. The results of this study open new directions for tailoring energy-

efficient materials for dehumidification processes.

Introduction

Removal of moisture from various humidity sources is an
essential yet energy-intensive process in both domestic and
industrial settings. Different dehumidication methods have
been used to control humidity in food storage and air condi-
tioning (AC) systems.1–3 According to the recent reports by the
International Energy Agency and American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, space cooling
accounts for 37–38% of the total residential energy consump-
tion in the US.4 This vast consumption is attributed to
conventional AC systems, which are based on vapor compres-
sion cycles. Such devices dehumidify the air by cooling it below
the dew point. The process involves condensation, followed by
reheating of the air stream, leading to high energy consump-
tion.5 Consequently, novel energy-saving technologies for
dehumidication are highly sought-aer.6–9

To achieve an acceptable balance between adequate
humidity levels and energy consumption, the development of
systems exhibiting efficient humidity control is essential. An
ideal dehumidication material should have the ability to
effectively remove moisture, i.e., it should demonstrate high
water uptake and fast sorption kinetics and be capable of
driving sorption–desorption transitions. The search for such
materials is aimed at alleviating the challenges associated with
conventional cooling technologies and engineering cost-
effective and energy-efficient dehumidication systems. In
this respect, the most widely used adsorbents include zeolites,10

silica,11 and metal–organic frameworks (MOFs).12–15 However,
most of these materials suffer from low water uptake and their
regeneration methods are impractical. Although MOFs exhibit
tunable properties, compared with commercial polymers, they
are relatively expensive, limiting their large-scale
applications.12,16

Recently, owing to their high physicochemical stability, easy
scalability, and tunable functionality, polymers have attracted
considerable attention. These include porous and peruoro
polymers as well as polymers of intrinsic microporosity.17–21

However, peruorinated materials are costly, hindering their
large-scale applications. Owing to its high thermal and chem-
ical stability, poly(ether-ether-ketone) (PEEK) is a high-
performance polymer. Notably, sulfonated PEEK derivatives
(SPEEKs) are inexpensive alternatives to peruoro polymers.22

The incorporation of sulfonate moieties into PEEKs enables
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their utilization in dehumidication processes.23 In this work,
we hypothesized that the degree of sulfonation (DoS) was not
linearly correlated with the dehumidication performance
(Fig. 1). Thus, despite the common assumption, we aimed to
demonstrate that higher DoS limits do not necessarily lead to
enhanced activity.

Experimental details
Polymer synthesis

SPEEKs with different DoS were prepared by reacting 280 mg of
PEEK (4000P VESTAKEEP obtained from Victrex, UK) with 2 mL
of sulfuric acid (95.0–98.0% purchased from Sigma-Aldrich,
USA) at room temperature. The reaction was stirred at
150 rpm for a designated time (variable time intervals between 1
and 48 h). The reaction mixture was subsequently poured into
deionized water at 0 �C and stirred for 24 h. The water was
changed multiple times to obtain a neutralized medium with
a pH of 7. The polymer was ltered and dried under vacuum for
24 h at room temperature. Seven polymers with varying DoS
were synthesized and denoted as P1–P7. Benchmark non-
sulfonated PEEK was denoted as P0 (Table S1, ESI†).

Polymer characterization

The Fourier transform-infrared (FTIR) spectra of the polymers
were acquired using a Thermo Nicolet iS10 FTIR spectrometer
(Thermo Fisher Scientic, USA) equipped with a diamond head.
To enable accurate comparison of the data, the FTIR measure-
ments were performed using the same polymer quantity and the
exact number of scans. Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) was
conducted using TGA 5500 (TA Instruments Inc., USA) to study
the decomposition temperature of the prepared SPEEKs. Before
the analysis, the samples were dried at 100 �C, followed by

heating at a ramp rate of 5 �C min�1 up to 600 �C. The glass
transition temperature was evaluated using differential scan-
ning calorimetry (DSC) (Model Q2000, TA Instruments Inc.,
USA) at a ramp rate of 5 �Cmin�1 up to 350 �C. Wide-angle X-ray
diffraction (WAXD) analysis was conducted on a Bruker D8
Advance diffractometer (Bruker, USA) from 8� to 40� at a scan-
ning rate of 0.5� min�1. The d-spacing between the polymer
chains was calculated according to the Bragg's law (nl ¼
2d sin q). A Mettler Toledo density measurement kit was used to
determine the polymer densities based on the Archimedes
principle using petroleum ether (r ¼ 0.64 g mL�1) as the
reference liquid at room temperature. A Thermo Scientic™
FLASH 2000 CHNS/O analyzer (Thermo Fisher Scientic, USA)
was employed tomeasure the atomic percentage composition of
the polymer samples. The atomic percentage composition was
then used to obtain the DoS.

One dimensional (1D) 1H MAS, solid state NMR spectra were
recorded on a Bruker AVANCE III spectrometer operating at 600
MHz resonance frequency for 1H utilizing a 3.2 mm double
resonance probe. Dry nitrogen gas was utilized for sample
spinning to prevent degradation of the samples. NMR chemical
shis are reported with respect to the external references TMS
and adamantane. The delay between the scans was set to 4 s to
allow the complete relaxation of the 1H nuclei and the number
of scans was 8 for 1H.

Two-dimensional double-quantum (DQ) experiments were
recorded on a Bruker AVANCE III spectrometer operating at 600
MHz with a conventional double resonance 3.2 mm CP/MAS
probe, according to the following general scheme: excitation
of DQ coherences, t1 evolution, z-lter, and detection. The
spectra were recorded in a rotor synchronized fashion in t1 by
setting the t1 increment equal to one rotor period (45.45 ms).
One cycle of the standard back-to-back (BABA) recoupling

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the hypothesis: the degree of sulfonation of SPEEKs does not monotonously increase the water uptake. The
concept is validated through PEEK sulfonation at different reaction times, resulting in different degrees of sulfonation.

J. Mater. Chem. A This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021
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sequences was used for the excitation and reconversion period.
Quadrature detection in w1 was achieved using the States-TPPI
method. An MAS frequency of 22 kHz was used. The 90� proton
pulse length was 2.5 ms, while a recycle delay of 5 s was used. A
total of 128t1 increments with 128 scans per each increment
were recorded. The DQ frequency in the w1 dimension corre-
sponds to the sum of two single quantum (SQ) frequencies of
the two coupled protons and correlates in the w2 dimension
with the two corresponding proton resonances.

Water vapor sorption experiments were conducted on Q5000
SA (TA instruments, USA) using the gravimetric sorption
balance method at 25 �C and in a controlled humidity range of
0–95% relative humidity (RH). Before proceeding to the next
step, the mass uptake of the polymer samples was equilibrated
at a certain humidity. The polymer samples were dried at room
temperature for 24 h under vacuum, 90 �C for 5 h in a vacuum
oven, followed by in situ drying at 70 �C for 5 h before the water
vapor sorption analysis. The water vapor sorption kinetics was
analyzed at various RHs. The water vapor uptake rate was
calculated using a classical approach. Specically, the time
average of water vapor uptake was considered for a specic time
interval, which depended on the cycle time of the application.
Thus, at the required humidity, the water vapor uptake was
summed over the time intervals of 5 and 10 min, i.e., conven-
tional adsorption cycle time, and divided by the same.

Computational details

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed to
determine the polymer–polymer and polymer–water

interactions on the M062X/6-31+G** level of theory by
employing the Gaussian 09 code. The sulfonated polymers with
various percentages of water molecules were subjected to
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations using the Forcite module
of Materials Studio 2019 with the COMPASS force eld. Five
chains of the sulfonated polymers (each chain consisted of 10
repeat units) were generated and solvated with different
numbers of water molecules. A canonical ensemble was used
for the 2000 ps simulations at a time step of 1 fs and 300 K. A
Nose–Hover thermostat was used to control the temperature
during the MD simulations.

Results and discussion

To evaluate the effect of sulfonation on the PEEK performance,
seven SPEEKs with different DoS were prepared via a direct
sulfonation reaction using concentrated sulfuric acid. The
reaction time was varied between 1 and 48 h to obtain SPEEKs
with varying DoS (Table S2, ESI†). The DoS increased with an
increase in the sulfonation reaction time,24 which reached
a maximum of 46%.

The FTIR spectra of all the polymers showed a typical broad
absorption band at 3300–3700 cm�1, corresponding to the
hydroxyl (–OH) groups and the spectra were similar to the
previously reported SPEEK polymers (Fig. 2a).25–27 Moreover, the
symmetric absorption bands of the carbonyl (C]O) groups
were detected at 1650 cm�1 and was in agreement with the
literature.25

Fig. 2 SPEEK characterization: FTIR spectra in the range of (a) 500–4000 cm�1 and (b) 2600–4000 cm�1; (c) thermal degradation obtained
using TGA; (d) DSC thermograms at 100–350 �C; (e) WAXD spectra with 2q ¼ 8–40�; and (f) DoS and densities of polymers as a function of the
sulfonation reaction time.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021 J. Mater. Chem. A
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The appearance of a characteristic absorption band of S–O
was observed at 1185 and 1150 cm�1, conrming a successful
sulfonation of PEEK.

Intriguingly, the spectrum of SPEEK with a DoS of 18.9% (P4)
exhibited the most intense –OH absorption peak in the
normalized FTIR spectrum (Fig. 2b). The order of peak intensity
was as follows: P4 > P3 > P2 > P1 > P7 > P6 > P5. As previously
reported, the strength of the –OH absorption band is related to
the number of free –OH groups, which are available to form
hydrogen bonding interactions with electron acceptor moie-
ties.28,29 Additionally, the order of the –OH peak absorption
intensity indicated the water sorption capacity of the polymers.

The thermal degradation proles of SPEEKs obtained using
TGA were plotted against those of nonsulfonated PEEK (Fig. 2c).
The SPEEK polymers exhibited lower decomposition tempera-
tures than the PEEK polymers owing to the presence of –SO3H
groups in the polymer backbone of the former, which degraded
at a lower temperature. The TGA curves of SPEEKs with a DoS of
less than 20% (P1–P4) showed three decomposition steps. The
rst decomposition step (150–220 �C) was attributed to the
presence of free –SO3H moieties exhibiting negligible intra-
molecular interactions, thus showing a tendency to decompose
earlier. However, the second decomposition step (220–360 �C)
corresponded to the degradation of –SO3H moieties, which
participated in strong hydrogen bonding interactions. The third
degradation step (360–600 �C) was ascribed to the degradation
of the polymer backbone (Table S3, ESI†). In contrast, the TGA
curves of SPEEKs with a DoS of more than 20% (P5–P7)

exhibited only two decomposition steps, indicating the pres-
ence of only one type of –SO3H moiety, which formed strong
hydrogen bonding interactions.

The melting point (Tm) of nonsulfonated PEEKs determined
from DSC thermograms was 335 �C, higher than that of SPEEKs.
The Tm of SPEEKs was 306–319 �C. The decrease in Tm resulted
from the introduction of polar –SO3H groups, which decreased
the thermal stability of the polymer. Furthermore, a higher Tm
signied a greater strength and rigidity of the polymer chains.
The glass transition temperature (Tg) of SPEEKs was 156–186 �C
(Fig. 2d, Table S4, ESI†), which was comparable to that of
nonsulfonated PEEKs (Tg ¼ 172 �C).

Moreover, the broad 2q WAXD patterns conrmed the
amorphous nature of the synthesized polymers (Fig. 2e). Aer
the incorporation of the –SO3H moiety into the semicrystalline
PEEK backbone, SPEEKs showed amorphous morphology with
d spacing ranging from 4.1 to 4.6 �A. Similar ndings were
previously observed for other types of sulfonated polymers.30

The difference in the d-spacing between the SPEEKs was
marginal attributed to the strong chain packing as well as the
presence of planarity in the polymer backbones, which favored
chain packing. This nding was in contrast to our previously
reported iPEEKs, which demonstrated high internal free
volume.31

The density of SPEEKs varied depending on the DoS (Fig. 2f).
Remarkably, the density increased from 0.306 to 1.46 g mL�1

when the reaction time was increased from 1 to 8 h, corre-
sponding to an increase in the DoS from 3.8% to 18.9%.

Fig. 3 The search for the highest dehumidification performance: (a) water vapor uptake vs. RH for PEEK and SPEEK polymers measured at 25 �C;
hysteresis for P4 is shown in the inset; (b) the effect of DoS on the water vapor uptake; (c) comparison of the performance of P3 and P4 relative to
the previously reported materials for water uptake, which are summarized in Table S5, ESI;† and (d) solid state 1H NMR spectra of P2, P4, and P7
polymers with low, medium, and high DoS, respectively.

J. Mater. Chem. A This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021
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However, the density decreased when the reaction time was
further increased to 48 h (DoS of 46%) (Table S1, ESI†). The
polymer characterization supported our hypothesis regarding
the existence of two types of –SO3H moieties, i.e., one that was
free and available to interact with water molecules, and another
that was unavailable owing to strong internal hydrogen
bonding. Hence, to correlate our ndings on the chemical
nature of SPEEKs with their dehumidication performance, we
conducted water vapor adsorption experiments as well as DFT
and MD calculations.

Water vapor sorption isotherms were obtained to experi-
mentally investigate the effect of variations in DoS on the
dehumidication performance of SPEEKs (Fig. 3a). The partial
pressure of the water vapor was automatically controlled using
N2 as the carrier gas, which was mixed with a wet stream. The
nonsulfonated PEEK (P0) showed a low water uptake of less
than 1% even at high RH. The sorption increased with RH, and
at higher RH, the relaxation phenomenon was attributed to the
Fickian diffusion, suggesting the occurrence of dual-mode
sorption. SPEEKs exhibited higher water vapor sorption than
PEEKs, indicating the presence of hydrophilic sites in the form
of –SO3H moieties on the backbones of the former. P4 with
a DoS of 19% exhibited the best performance, and consequently
its desorption was also examined. Fig. 3a shows the sorption/
desorption isotherms for P4. The minimal hysteresis
conrmed the non-swelling behavior of P4, which is a prereq-
uisite for industrial applications. Moreover, during the
desorption cycle, water uptake approaches near 0 (1.023%)
when the RH is 0, which demonstrates that most of the water
can be removed even at low temperature and low RH. The

sulfonation of PEEKs signicantly affected the water vapor
sorption, which varied depending on the DoS (Fig. 3b). More-
over, the water vapor uptake increased as the RH increased
because more water molecules could associate with the –SO3H
moieties of SPEEKs. We speculated that the hydration of
SPEEKs and increasing humidity resulted in the formation of
interconnected channels, which led to fast water vapor sorp-
tion. The availability of abundant hydration sites (i.e., –SO3H,
C]O, and C–O) also resulted in good hygroscopicity, ultimately
increasing the water vapor uptake. The sorption increased as
the DoS increased. In the case of P4, the sorption reached
a maximum of 320% at a DoS of 19%. At 95% RH, both P3 and
P4 showed a water uptake of more than 300% compared with
their dry weight, which demonstrated the great potential of the
polymers for applications in continuous desiccant-based
dehumidication processes. However, a further increase in
the DoS from 19% to 46% led to a substantial reduction in the
performance, which corresponded to a decrease in sorption
from 320% to 24%. Hence, it was deciphered that to achieve the
best dehumidication performance, controlling the DoS, rather
thanmaximizing it, is essential. We analyzed the plateau for the
water vapor uptake as a function of DoS.

To further examine the performance of the polymers, the
obtained water vapor sorption was quantitatively compared
with those of the previously reported materials (Fig. 3c).
Remarkably, the dehumidication performance of the best-
performing SPEEK (P4) was superior to those of the well-
known porous polymers and MOFs. Additionally, SPEEKs
could operate under humid conditions as an adsorbent-coated

Fig. 4 Molecular level understanding of the SPEEK-based dehumidification system using MD simulations: (a) visual representation of an
amorphous cell filled with polymer chains; (b) dominant hydrogen bonding interactions of the –SO3H moieties in SPEEK chains; (c) minor p
interactions.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021 J. Mater. Chem. A
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desiccant wheel, surpassing the performance of current state-
of-the-art desiccant materials.

Solid state 1H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectros-
copy was previously used to investigate self-association within
the sulfonated polymers.32 Hence, herein, we employed this
technique to elucidate the effect of DoS on the availability of
free –SO3H moieties, which can act as adsorption sites for water
uptake (Fig. 3d).

Three polymers with low (P2), medium (P4), and high (P7)
DoS were selected. The 1H NMR spectrum of P2 with a DoS of
6% revealed several peaks with a medium intensity at 9.7 ppm,
corresponding to the active –SO3H moieties.

As the DoS increased from 6% to 19%, the number of peaks
at 9.7 ppm increased, suggesting that the number of active
adsorption sites was higher in P4 than in P2. In contrast, the
spectrum of P7 with a DoS of 46% showed no distinct peaks at
9.7 ppm. However, a broad peak was observed at 3–11 ppm. The
introduction of more –SO3H moieties into the PEEK backbone
led to stronger self-association via hydrogen bonding. This
resulted in a reduced number of active hydrophilic sites, ulti-
mately decreasing the water uptake. To understand the self-
association and water uptake as a function of DoS on a molec-
ular level, we subsequently conducted DFT and MD simula-
tions. To analyze the molecular level interactions between water
molecules and polymers, we relaxed the geometry of a single
water molecule adsorbed at various binding sites of the
polymers.

The minimum energy geometries for the binding of water
with the SPEEKs and PEEKs are depicted in Fig. S1 (ESI).† The
calculated binding energy of a single water molecule on the
SPEEK and PEEK units was �54.16 and �15.25 kJ mol�1,
respectively. The obtained binding energy values revealed that
SPEEKs exhibited a higher binding affinity toward water mole-
cules than PEEKs owing to a higher number of hydrogen bonds.
This was attributed to the presence of –SO3H moieties in the
former and agreed with the experimental dehumidication
results.

The MD simulations showed that irrespective of the DoS, the
SPEEKs formed both inter and intramolecular hydrogen bonds,
including sulfonate–carbonyl, sulfonate–ether, and sulfonate–
sulfonate bonds (Fig. 4a–c). Additionally, p–p stacking and CH–

p interactions were detected. Notably, hydrogen bonds and p

interactions stabilized the polymer system. The hydrogen bonds
in the polymer chains became more prominent as the DoS
increased (Table S6, ESI†), which supported the hypothesis
regarding the decrease in the number of free –SO3H moieties
available for water vapor sorption. Moreover, the variation in
the calculated S–S distance (Fig. 5a) followed the same trend as
the experimental water vapor uptake (Fig. 3b), conrming that
the –SO3H moieties were the farthest from each other at a DoS
of 19%. Consequently, they exhibited fewer interactions within
the polymer system, resulting in more –SO3H moieties available
for water vapor sorption. A longer S–S distance favored water
sorption because it minimized the hydrogen bonds in the
polymer system. In particular, P1 showed an S–S distance of
6.53 �A, which increased as the DoS increased, reaching 20.03
and 20.80 �A for P3 and P4, respectively. However, a further

increase in DoS decreased the S–S distance (Fig. S2, ESI†).
During water vapor sorption, the self-association of water
molecules leads to the formation of polymer clusters and
swelling.33

During water vapor sorption, the self-association of water
molecules leads to the formation of polymer clusters and
swelling.30 Herein, the aggregates of water molecules were
observed at less than 70% RH. Typically, water molecules form
cyclic structures of varying sizes at less than 90% RH. The
formation of water clusters signicantly changed as a function
of DoS at 90% RH. For instance, P2 with a DoS of 6% showed
negligible cyclic cluster formation at 90% RH. The shape of the
water clusters changed from cyclic to linear when the DoS
increased from 6% to 19%. However, at a DoS of more than
19%, the water cluster became cyclic again and exhibited larger
sizes (Fig. 5b). A lower S–S distance in the case of P2, P5, and P7
resulted in the formation of strong hydrogen bonding between
the –SO3H groups and decreased affinity toward water mole-
cules, generating cyclic clusters. The shape of water clusters is
expected to have a direct effect on the diffusion coefficients.34

The linear chain of water molecules in the case of P3 and P4
indicated an increase in the diffusion coefficient (Fig. 6a).
However, an increase in the diffusion coefficient in the case of
P3 and P4 as the RH increased suggested swelling and not

Fig. 5 (a) S–S distance as a function of DoS; and (b) water cluster radii
as a function of DoS at 90% RH.

J. Mater. Chem. A This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021
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cluster formation. The main driving force for the swelling/
cluster formation was hydrogen bonding interactions. Fig. S3
(ESI)† shows a substantial increase in the hydrogen bonding
interactions as the RH increased, which was consistent with the
sorption data.

Water vapor sorption dynamics were assessed to elucidate
the water uptake kinetics at 25 �C and varying RHs. The poly-
mers were not dehydrated between each kinetic analysis to
mimic the industrial application of the previously developed
polymer adsorbents. SPEEKs exhibited a higher water uptake
rate than nonsulfonated PEEKs measured at various time
intervals (Fig. S4–S11, ESI†). With the exception of P4, at xed
time intervals of 5 and 10 min (Fig. 5b), the water uptake rate
gradually increased as a function of the RH. In the case of P2,
a high water uptake rate was realized at 90% RH within the rst
5 min and a sorption uptake rate of 0.25% change min�1 was
achieved. Although the water sorption isotherms showed high
uptake for P3 and P4, the polymers suffered from a lower uptake
rate than P2 and P5. The time interval of 10 min also revealed
a similar trend of water uptake rate for all four SPEEKs (Fig. 6b,
empty symbols). Importantly, our ndings demonstrate the
successful utilization of the developed adsorbents in short cycle
times of only 5 min. The analysis of the water uptake rate as
a function of DoS (Fig. 6c) revealed an interesting feature of the
SPEEK adsorbents.

A decrease in the water uptake rate was observed with an
increase in DoS. However, at a DoS of 10% and 19%, the rate

became more stable, regardless of the RH. This is a signicant
feature of the adsorbents, indicating that SPEEKs can operate
over the entire range of humidity without any signicant loss in
performance. This feature also indicates the utility of the
developed polymer system in other applications, e.g., atmo-
spheric water harvesting. To predict the performance of the
proposed system as a potential membrane material, we calcu-
lated the water vapor permeability of a 1 mm-thick membrane
using diffusion coefficients. P3 and P4 exhibited a signicant
increase in the water vapor permeability with increasing RH
(Fig. 6d).

When the RH was increased from 30% to 60% and from 60%
to 90%, the water vapor permeability of P3 increased by three
and seven times, respectively. However, at 95% RH, the water
vapor permeability increased more than an order of magnitude.
The same trend was also noted for P4. The results obtained
herein agree with the literature on other polymers exhibiting
high water permeance at high RHs.35,36 P3 and P4 showed
signicantly higher water vapor permeability than P5 owing to
their high water vapor sorption (Fig. 3a). The water vapor
permeability achieved in this work is nearly two orders of
magnitude higher than that of a previously reported SPEEK with
a DoS of 60%.37 This observation conrmed our hypothesis that
the DoS of polymers must be carefully tuned and not necessarily
maximized.

To predict the selectivity, we considered N2 gas permeability
to be 0.02 barrer.38 However, in this work, the DoS was lower,

Fig. 6 (a) Water diffusivity as a function of RH for P3 and P4; (b) rate of adsorption relative to RH over 5 min (filled circles) and 10 min (empty
circle); (c) adsorption rate vs.DoS at different RHs; (d) estimated water vapor permeability for P3, P4, and P5 at different RHs; and (e) water uptake
performance of SPEEKs relative to the previously reported data (Table S7, ESI†), where filled and empty symbols indicate water vapor uptake and
liquid water uptake, respectively.
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which would result in lower N2 gas permeability. The theoretical
water vapor/N2 selectivity obtained herein was remarkably high,
i.e., between 109 and 1011 (Fig. S12, ESI†).8,39 A combination of
very high water vapor permeability and selectivity was achieved.
These results demonstrated the potential of SPEEK-based
membranes with tunable properties for gas dehydration appli-
cations such as dehumidication.

Fig. 6e shows the water uptake as a function of DoS at 95%
RH. In the graph, the data acquired herein are compared with
those previously reported for other SPEEKs (Table S7, ESI†). In
the case of P3 and P4, our polymer system showed a high water
uptake at very low DoS (10% and 19%, respectively). The liter-
ature data on polymers with high DoS intersected the tted
curve, verifying our ndings on the need to limit the DoS
instead of maximizing it.

Conclusions

In summary, we proposed a new strategy for the design and
preparation of various SPEEKs. Compared with other desic-
cants, the obtained polymers exhibited distinctive water vapor
adsorption properties. The synthesized polymers were evalu-
ated and classied based on the interactions within them and
with water molecules. Markedly, based on their high perfor-
mance, SPEEKs with very low DoS could be used as adsorbents
for moisture control applications. However, when increasing
the DoS from 19%, the sorption uptake began to decrease until
reaching performance comparable to that of a polymer without
any sulfonation. The MD simulations and NMR analysis
conrmed this unique property based on the distance between
two S atoms. The MD simulations and cluster formation
calculated from the sorption isotherms revealed that once the
DoS plateau was achieved, the interactions between the water
vapor and polymer chains became weak as the DoS increased.
An increase in sulfonation led to adverse effects, resulting in
decreased water uptake. SPEEKs with a DoS in the range of 10–
19% maintained high sorption integrity of more than 300%
with a distinctive water vapor permeability. These remarkable
features demonstrated that designing SPEEKs with tunable
performance is benecial. Based on these ndings as well as the
simple strategy used for synthesizing SPEEKs described herein,
we believe that the developed adsorbents and membranes
exhibiting outstanding performance can be utilized in energy-
efficient air dehydration systems.
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